Transcranial Focused Ultrasound Modulates Intrinsic and Evoked EEG Dynamics
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**ABSTRACT**

**Background:** The integration of EEG recordings and transcranial neuromodulation has provided a useful construct for noninvasively investigating the modification of human brain circuit activity. Recent evidence has demonstrated that focused ultrasound can be targeted through the human skull to affect the amplitude of somatosensory evoked potentials and its associated spectral content.

**Objective/hypothesis:** The present study tests whether focused ultrasound transmitted through the human skull and targeted to somatosensory cortex can affect the phase and phase rate of cortical oscillatory dynamics.

**Methods:** A computational model was developed to gain insight regarding the insertion behavior of ultrasound induced pressure waves in the human head. The instantaneous phase and phase rate of EEG recordings before, during, and after transmission of transcranial focused ultrasound (tFUS) to human somatosensory cortex were examined to explore its effects on phase dynamics.

**Results:** Computational modeling results show the skull effectively reinforces the focusing of tFUS due to curvature of material interfaces. Neurophysiological recordings show that tFUS alters the phase distribution of intrinsic brain activity for beta frequencies, but not gamma. This modulation was accompanied by a change in phase rate of both beta and gamma frequencies. Additionally, tFUS modulated phase distributions in the beta band of early sensory-evoked activity but did not affect late sensory-evoked activity, lending support to the spatial specificity of tFUS for neuromodulation. This spatial specificity was confirmed through an additional experiment where the ultrasound transducer was moved 1 cm laterally from the original cortical target.

**Conclusions:** Focused ultrasonic energy can alter EEG oscillatory dynamics through local mechanical perturbation of discrete cortical circuits.

© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).

**Introduction**

Transcranial focused ultrasound (tFUS) has been demonstrated as a feasible method for transcranial neuromodulation in humans [1]. We have previously showed tFUS can alter the amplitude of somatosensory evoked potentials with a concomitant change in tactile sensory perception. It is not clear however, what the effect of tFUS is upon oscillatory neural dynamics. The integration of electroencephalographic (EEG) recordings and transcranial neuromodulation has provided a useful, non-invasive construct for investigating the alteration of neural dynamics, including effects on EEG phase dynamics [2,3]. Oscillations in the electric potential of neuronal assemblies are the result of increases and decreases at regular intervals of the extracellular voltage of the neuronal population. The responsiveness of neurons can vary depending on whether this synchronous extracellular voltage oscillation is in a lower or higher stage (phase), and the influence of this oscillating phase on neuronal processing and cognitive function has long
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been recognized [4,5]. The application of tFUS for neuromodulation is an emerging field, and the mechanisms underlying ultrasonic neuromodulation of neural tissue are only beginning to be understood [6]. We have previously explored the effects of tFUS on the amplitude of sensory-evoked potentials and the event-related spectral content of sensory-evoked brain oscillations [1].

In the present study, we focused on investigating the feasibility related spectral content of sensory-evoked brain oscillations [1]. Materials and methods

Computational modeling and acoustic field mapping

To gain insight regarding the intracranial spatial patterns and resolution of US induced pressure waves, a simple finite element method (FEM) model was constructed using COMSOL Multiphysics software (COMSOL, Inc., Burlington, MA). The modeling domain consisted of a circle (r = 9 cm) to approximate the brain encompassed by a 5 mm thick annulus representing the skull, and a larger annulus (r = 15 mm) outside the skull to provide an outer boundary of skin and acoustic coupling gel. This simple 2D geometry approximates the head as a cylinder and is valuable for developing an understanding of the basic insertion behavior of US as it propagates across model tissue layers (skin and skull) into the brain. The density (ρ) of brain was specified as 1030 kg/m$^3$ and the speed of sound (c) was 1550 m/s [9]. For the skull, ρ was set to 1912 kg/m$^3$ and c was estimated as 2300 m/s based on previous empirical observations [10]. The outermost annulus for skin and ultrasound gel was specified to have the material properties of water.

A plane wave incident pressure field of 100 Pa across a range of acoustic frequencies from 5 kHz to 2 MHz was used to represent stimulation from the US transducer. We extracted the pressure profile along a radius perpendicular to the planar acoustic waves in the FEM model to model the intracranial wavelength of US (Fig. 2A). The spatial resolution for a particular US frequency was calculated as the average distance between the peaks of the extracted pressure profiles. Assuming a linear homogenous media, the theoretical resolution can be calculated as the wavelength (λ), which is dependent on the speed of sound in the material and the wave frequency (f), by $\lambda = c/f$. The simulated wavelengths were compared to the theoretically expected wavelengths (Fig. 2B) to validate the model for visualizing the diffraction patterns of US in brain tissue (Fig. 2C).

The acoustic intensity profile of the transcranial focused ultrasound waveform was measured using a calibrated hydrophone and then projected into a realistic head FEM model as previously described [1]. Briefly, the hydrophone, US transducer, and rehydrated skull fragment were positioned in a water tank, and the position of the hydrophone manipulated using a three-axis stage and an assortment of optomechanical components. The measured tFUS acoustic field was then projected from EEG site CP3 into a three-dimensional FEM model of the head created from magnetic resonance images to estimate the acoustic field distribution in the brain during US stimulation in subjects.

Subjects

Two separate subject groups were used in experiments. The first experiment included eighteen volunteer participants (11 male, 7 female, age 18–54, mean age = 29.62 $\pm$ 10.9), which performed the experimental task with the US transducer placed at CP3. A separate sample of seven volunteer participants (5 male, 2 female, age 22–57, mean age = 28.8 $\pm$ 11.6), performed the experimental task identical with the exception that tFUS was projected from transducers placed at a site 1 cm lateral of CP3. All participants provided written informed consent to voluntarily participate in the study. None of the participants reported current drug use (prescription or otherwise) or a history of neurological impairment and all were self-report right hand dominant. Participants received remuneration for participation. The Institutional Review Board at Virginia Tech approved all procedures.

Experimental procedures

Participants were seated in a desk chair and instructed to view a cross on a computer screen in front of them. A total of 120 ultrasonic stimuli (0.5 s) were delivered at an ISI of 6 s with a positive randomization of 4 s from the 10–20 EEG site CP3. The tFUS treatment condition involved acoustically coupling the active face of the US transducer to the scalp, while the sham condition involved flipping the transducer such that the inactive face made contact with the scalp. In this manner, ultrasonic energy was not transmitted into the head and the active buzzing sound of the transducer was identical for both the sham and tFUS condition. Both sham and tFUS treatment were run in a single session counterbalanced across subjects. Total collection time was approximately 1 h. Additionally, a separate experiment with identical procedures was conducted with the transducer displaced 1 cm laterally on the scalp as a control for the spatial specificity of tFUS.

Electroencephalography (EEG) data were acquired using four 10 mm gold–silver cup electrodes placed at sites C3, CP1, CP5, and P3 referenced to the left mastoid and grounded to the left ulnar styloid process. Somatosensory evoked potentials (SEPs) were elicited in response to right median nerve stimulation delivered through a bar electrode affixed to the wrist. Amplitude was set to elicit a small but noticeable thumb twitch. In each treatment condition a total of 120 median nerve stimuli were delivered, time-locked to occur 100 ms after the onset of tFUS (Fig. 1).
Figure 2. Model of transcranial US transmission. A, Acoustic pressure levels simulating transcranial transmission of planar ultrasound waves in the brain for the acoustic frequencies 0.05, 0.25, and 0.50 MHz. Pressure profiles within the brain region become more erratic due to interactions with neighboring pressure waves as a result of curvature of the interfaces with the skull. B, The FEM simulated and theoretical spatial resolutions of acoustic waves in the brain are plotted as a function of acoustic frequency. C, The spatial diffraction patterns of transcranial planar US modeled using FEM simulations are illustrated for the acoustic frequencies 0.05, 0.25, and 0.50 MHz.
tFUS waveform

The transcranial ultrasonic neuromodulation waveform used in these experiments has been previously described [11,12]. Briefly, transcranial ultrasonic waveforms were generated using a two-channel, 2-MHz function generator (BK Precision Instruments). Channel 1 delivered US at a pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of 1.0 kHz and channel 2 drove the transducer at a 0.5 MHz acoustic frequency (Af) with channel 1 serving as an external trigger for channel 2. The pulse duration (PD) of the waveform was set to 0.36 ms by adjusting the number of cycles per pulse (c/p) on channel 2—180, and the stimulus duration (0.5 s) was set by adjusting the number of pulses (np) on channel 1—500. The output of channel 2 was sent through a 40-W linear RF amplifier (E&I 240L; Electronics & Innovation) before being sent to a custom-designed focused ultrasound transducer (Blatek, Inc., State College, PA) having a center frequency of 0.5 MHz, a diameter of 30 mm and a focal length of 30 mm. The waveform employed for tFUS stimulation had the following parameters: $Af = 0.50$ MHz, $PD = 360$ μs, $PRF = 1.0$ kHz and $np = 500$. This produced a stimulus duration of 0.5 s yielding a peak rarefractional pressure of 0.80 MPa, a mechanical index of 0.13 and a spatial-peak pulse-average intensity (ISPPA) of 23.87 W/cm² before transcutaneous and transcranial transmission. We have previously verified this waveform does not produce heating of the skin or skull bone. The transducer was coated with acoustic coupling gel and placed on the scalp at the 10–20 electrode location CP3 before being secured in place with athletic pre-wrap bandaging.

Data processing and calculations

All offline processing and analyses were done with Matlab v8.0 (The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA) using custom scripts and EEGLAB [13]. All data analyses were performed on channel CP5 as it provided the best signal to noise ratio of the electrodes. Prior to analysis, data were bandpass filtered (1–90 Hz) and notch filtered at 60 Hz using a Hamming windowed finite impulse response filter. Data were inspected for artifact and any contaminated epochs were removed from further analysis. 90 random EEG trials were used for each subject, as this was the greatest number of trials available from all subjects due to loss of data as a result of artifact rejection. Data were segmented into epochs of 2 s (−1000 ms to 1000 ms) around the onset of median nerve stimulation. To avoid phase distortion, processing was done with zero-phase digital filtering using linear finite impulse response filters that had 60 dB attenuation at the specified frequency bands and a minimal filter order. Power spectra before ultrasound stimulation (−500 to −200 ms), during tFUS but before MN stimulation (intrinsic; −100 to 0 ms), and during tFUS but after MN stimulation (evoked; 1–400 ms) was calculated to ensure the EEG data had spectral content in particular frequency bands for later analyses. Power spectra were calculated by determining the fast Fourier transform of each trial, and then averaging across subjects for the time periods of interest. The shorter intrinsic time period was zero padded for increased frequency interpolation.

For each subject and each trial, phase of the EEG signal was calculated by first bandpass filtering the data with zero-phase digital filtering using linear finite impulse response filters into beta (13–30 Hz) and gamma (30–55 Hz) frequency bands. Instantaneous phase was then calculated using the Hilbert transform to first transform the real valued signal into a complex signal, whose argument then gives the instantaneous phase. Phase rate was calculated by unwrapping the instantaneous phase and calculating its slope [14]. Analyses were conducted on epochs prior to any stimulation (baseline; −200 to −100 ms), during tFUS but before MN stimulation (intrinsic; −100 to 0 ms), and during tFUS after median nerve stimulation (early and late evoked periods; Fig. 1). For the analysis of the effect of tFUS on evoked neural dynamics, two time epochs were selected after median nerve stimulation to represent early and late somatosensory activity respectively according to general timings of somatosensory early and late evoked potentials [15] such that the early epoch was specified as 17–70 ms and the later epoch was 71–260 ms. Previous literature has identified potentials up to 80 ms to be generated in primary somatosensory area [15].

Spectral content was also calculated from the trial average EEG response using the short-time Fourier transform with a window size slightly larger than the period of the average frequency of the beta (13–30 Hz, window size of 50 ms) and gamma (30–55 Hz, window size of 25 ms) frequency bands, and an overlap of half the window duration. The total power was then calculated as the sum of the spectral power within each of the time epochs of interest, calculated for each of the frequency bands separately.

Statistical analyses

The phase of EEG activity is reported to be an important consideration when delivering stimuli, as the current phase during stimulus presentation can inform us on the consequent processing of the stimuli [16]. This was not controlled during our experiments however, and prevented averaging of a subject’s phase over trials, as the trial averaged phase is approximately zero due to trials not being temporally aligned by phase. Thus, to compare the instantaneous phase between stimulation conditions for each time epoch, the distributions of instantaneous phase, collected over time and trials, were tested for differences using a two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (K–S test) with Bonferroni’s post hoc correction for the number of time epochs ($P < 0.0167$).

Phase rate is useful in determining differential effects on EEG dynamics independent of temporal alignment by phase. To compare the phase rate between conditions, phase rate values were averaged across each subject’s trials and the distribution of mean trial values for subjects tested for significance using a two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (K–S test) with Bonferroni’s post hoc correction ($P < 0.0167$). Additionally, phase rate was averaged for each subject across trials and time to obtain an average phase rate value used in a paired sample t-test with Bonferroni’s post hoc correction ($P < 0.0167$), except for comparisons where the US transducer was displaced 1 cm laterally, which used two-sample t-tests, as subjects were not identical to those with the US transducer placed at CP3.

Independent of phase dynamics, differences in spectral power were assessed using the total spectral power over time of the trial averaged EEG along with a paired sample t-test and Bonferroni’s post hoc correction ($P < 0.0167$), except for comparisons where the US transducer was displaced 1 cm laterally, which used two-sample t-tests, as subjects were not identical to those with the US transducer placed at CP3.

Results

Spatial resolution and diffraction patterns of transcranial ultrasound

Following distortion of the pressure waves transmitted through the model skull (located at axial distance zero), acoustic waves continued to propagate into and through the model brain having a wavelength dependent on their acoustic frequency (Fig. 2A). With increasing acoustic frequency, the wavelength of the intracranial sound pressure decreases yielding increased spatial resolutions for US, shown for our model and with a comparison to theoretical sound...
Figure 3. Transcranial transmission of focused ultrasound. A, Pseudo-color map of the acoustic intensity field emitted by the 0.5 MHz transducer after transcranial transmission through hydrated human cranial bone (Z = 10 mm). B, Modeled projection of the mapped acoustic intensity field from EEG scalp site CP3 into a realistic FEM model of human brain.

Figure 4. Power spectra of EEG data. Average power spectra recorded from electrode CP5 and calculated for the pre-tFUS, intrinsic, and evoked time periods for Sham (blue) and tFUS (red) stimulation, as well as a baseline (black) condition where subjects did not receive ultrasonic stimulation. Shown are the average power spectra for ultrasonic stimulation delivered from EEG electrode site CP3 (A, N = 18) and 1 cm laterally (B, N = 7). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
pressure wavelengths in brain tissue in Fig. 2B. Additionally, due to the mismatch of material properties and curvature of material interfaces, incident sound pressure waves bend and refract as they are transmitted across the layers, producing a slight focusing effect on incident waves of planar ultrasound (US). Resultant diffraction patterns of planar US were modeled to illustrate this natural focusing effect (Fig. 2C). This focusing effect in the model held for the use of focused ultrasound as well. Transcranial mapping of the focused US transducer revealed peak intensities located about 20 mm from the face of the transducer, which drops off sharply laterally over approximately 2 mm from the center of peak effects (Fig. 3A). This profile of tFUS was found to effectively target S1 in the realistic head model in Fig. 3B when projected from site CP3 on the scalp.

**Pre-stimulus baseline**

The power spectra of the pre-stimulation, intrinsic, and evoked, periods are shown in Fig. 4. These results show that there was power within the frequency bands of interest (beta and gamma) recorded by the EEG for further analyses. Comparing the phase distributions during this time period, no statistically significant differences were found for both beta (D = 3.31e–3, P = 0.33) and gamma (D = 2.38e–3, P = 0.74) frequency bands. Regarding the phase rate, the trial and time averaged phase rate of subjects indicated no significant effects between tFUS and sham conditions for beta (t(17) = –2.14, P = 0.047) or gamma (t(17) = 0.80, P = 0.44). There were also no baseline differences for beta phase rate (t(6) = 0.86, P = 0.42) or gamma phase rate (t(6) = –0.66, P = 0.53) between the separate groups for the laterally displaced (1 cm) transducer. Similarly, the total spectral power indicated no effects between tFUS and sham conditions for beta (t(17) = 0.23, P = 0.82) or gamma (t(17) = 0.37, P = 0.71). There were also no differences in baseline power between the two groups for the separate groups in experiment 2; for beta (t(6) = 0.77, P = 0.47) or gamma (t(6) = –0.07, P = 0.95).

**Modulation of intrinsic neural dynamics with tFUS**

**Phase**

The distribution of instantaneous phase during the 100 ms time epoch, when tFUS was active prior to MN stimulation demonstrated a statistically significant difference between tFUS and sham stimulation for the beta frequency band (D = 7.97e–3, P = 6.08e–5) though no statistical difference in gamma phase was found (D = 3.23e–3, P = 0.36; Fig. 5A).

**Phase rate**

Phase rate provides a measure of the modulation of instantaneous phase, or phase velocity. The trial and time averaged phase rate indicated no effect between tFUS and sham stimulation for beta (t(17) = –1.01, P = 0.33) or gamma frequency (t(17) = 0.70, P = 0.49). However, statistically significant differences in phase rate distributions were found between tFUS and sham stimulation in both the beta (D = 0.095, P = 1.50e–7) and gamma (D = 0.069, P = 3.45e–4) frequency bands (Fig. 5B).

**Spectral power**

The total spectral power within the beta and gamma frequency bands in the 100 ms time epoch prior to MN stimulation showed no effects due to tFUS or sham stimulation (beta: t(17) = 0.70, P = 0.49; gamma: t(17) = 0.23, P = 0.82).

**Effect of tFUS on evoked neural dynamics**

**Phase**

Based upon previous results for an effect of tFUS upon the amplitude of specific potentials of the somatosensory evoked potential (SEP) [1], we examined instantaneous phase in specific time bins according to early and late SEP potential latencies. For the early SEP epoch a statistically significant difference in phase was found between tFUS and sham stimulation in the beta band (D = 0.010, P = 1.92e–4) but not for gamma frequency band (D = 5.99e–3, P = 0.086). For the late SEP epoch no statistical differences in beta (D = 1.98e–3, P = 0.59) or gamma phase were found (D = 9.32e–4, P = 1.00; Fig. 6A).

**Phase rate**

The trial and time averaged phase rate indicated no effect between tFUS and sham stimulation on evoked neural dynamics in the early epoch for beta (t(17) = –0.77, P = 0.45); or gamma frequencies (t(17) = 1.15, P = 0.27). There were no differences for the late epoch for both beta (t(17) = –0.99, P = 0.33) or gamma (t(17) = 0.50, P = 0.62). The analysis of phase rate distributions for the early SEP epoch found a statistical difference between tFUS and sham in the gamma band (D = 0.090, P = 7.60e–4) but not the beta band (D = 0.055, P = 0.11; Fig. 6B). For the late SEP epoch statistical differences were found in both the beta (D = 0.080, P = 6.03e–10) and gamma (D = 0.048, P = 7.33e–4) frequency bands (Fig. 6B). Thus, differences in phase rate were not captured by the overall mean value.

**Spectral content**

There were no statistically significant effects in the early SEP epoch for beta (t(17) = 0.28, P = 0.78) or gamma (t(17) = 0.47,
and no statistically significant differences in the late epoch for beta \((t(17) = 0.49, P = 0.63)\) or gamma power \((t(17) = 0.31, P = 0.76)\).

**Spatial specificity**

To test the spatial specificity of tFUS effects on evoked neural dynamics, the US transducer was positioned 1 cm lateral from the original position. For the early SEP epoch statistical differences in phase distributions were found between tFUS delivered at scalp site CP3 and scalp site 1 cm lateral in the beta band \((D = 0.012, P = 2.56\times10^{-3})\) but not in the gamma band \((D = 5.46\times10^{-3}, P = 0.46; \text{Fig. 7A})\). For the late SEP epoch, no statistical differences were found in either the beta \((D = 3.68\times10^{-3}, P = 0.19)\) or gamma band \((D = 2.60\times10^{-3}, P = 0.61; \text{Fig. 7A})\).

The trial and time averaged phase rate showed an effect due to placement of the US transducer in the gamma band for both the early \((t(23) = -5.00, P = 4.67\times10^{-5})\) and late \((t(23) = -8.25, P = 2.53\times10^{-8})\) epochs, but no effects upon the beta band for early \((t(23) = 0.25, P = 0.80)\) or late \((t(23) = 0.12, P = 0.91)\) epochs (Fig. 8A). Regarding phase rate distributions, the early SEP epoch did not have significant statistical differences between tFUS delivered at scalp site CP3 and scalp site 1 cm lateral in the beta band \((D = 0.065, P = 0.19)\), but was significantly different in the gamma band \((D = 0.66, P = 4.49\times10^{-4})\). For the late epoch, significant statistical differences were found in both the beta \((D = 0.071, P = 1.28\times10^{-4})\) and gamma bands \((D = 0.78, P = 0.01; \text{Fig. 7B})\).

The total spectral power showed no effect of US transducer location in the early SEP epoch for beta \((t(23) = 0.88, P = 0.39)\) or gamma \((t(23) = 1.02, P = 0.32)\). There was an effect in both the beta \((t(23) = -4.50, P = 1.63\times10^{-4})\) and gamma \((t(23) = -3.62, P = 0.0014)\) frequency bands of the late SEP epoch (Fig. 8B).
The phase of the ongoing intrinsic EEG has been associated with various cognitive functions [19] and the coupling or temporal synchrony is considered a critical mechanism for these functions. It is not clear in these results why acoustic energy preferentially affected the phase of beta but not gamma frequencies, but this may be due to the focus of mechanical energy preferentially affecting the resonance of pyramidal cells and/or ascending pathways in layer five that have been demonstrated to largely contribute to beta oscillations [20]. Despite this hypothesis, tFUS altered the distribution of phase rate in all time epochs and frequencies of interest. The phase of the ongoing EEG may be considered to be the oscillation of the electric potential generated by temporally aligned excitatory post-synaptic potentials from pyramidal cells of a large neural mass. The precise mechanisms underlying phase rate are not explicitly understood, however, phase rate changes may be the result of local recurrent inhibitory mechanisms that serve to keep the balance between excitation and inhibition. Indeed, there is evidence for pyramidal cell mediated activation of inhibitory cells in the rat somatosensory cortex that serve to maintain the balance between excitation and inhibition [21]. As such, changes in phase rate may represent activity of these circuits for the facilitation of signal transmission between populations with similar or resonant oscillatory phase characteristics. Within previous literature, phase rate is framed as a means of self-organization [22,23] and as a useful indicator of transitions in states. Freeman and colleagues posit that variations in phase rate is evidence that cortex is unstable in the sense that it jumps between states, yet conditionally stable in that neurons self-organize their activity, which is not readily evident in the ongoing EEG signal and in small changes in phase [22]. Inspection of the trial and time averaged phase rate may also not reflect the finer changes in oscillatory activity due to the loss of information from averaging, as reflected in our analyses of variation of phase rate indicating no effects between tFUS and sham stimulation. Phase rate was also previously implicated in cumulative changes in neural activity due to prolonged single-pulse TMS [24].

The SEP elicited by median was used to introduce coordinated temporal and spatial activity into the EEG to inspect for changes in phase dynamics localized to areas of the cortex according to evoked potential latencies [25]. We found significant differences in the instantaneous phase distributions due to tFUS in the beta frequency bands corresponding to the early and late SEP components. Furthermore, these phases were unique from those due to tFUS.
when the transducer was displaced 1 cm laterally, suggesting tFUS stimulation is uniquely able to modulate the phase activity of the beta frequency band of SEP components dependent upon spatial positioning. The effect upon phase was modest and selective, while the effect of tFUS upon phase rate was rather robust across frequencies and time points, suggesting that phase rate may be a more sensitive parameter for exploring modulation in EEG phase dynamics, or that the mechanical bio-effects of tFUS are particularly effective upon the neural circuitry involved in maintaining phase but does not necessarily directly contribute to the phase of the measured signal.

Interestingly, differences in total spectral power were absent for tFUS modulation between the transducer locations during the early components of the SEP, but were present during the later time periods. We observed that tFUS modulation at the original scalp position resulted in lower total sum power than tFUS did upon moving the transducer laterally, and may be from a weaker effect on SEP neuronal activity due to stimulation being located further from S1. We find it not surprising that differences can be found in phase dynamics independent of differences in spectral information. The exact roles of spectral magnitude and phase dynamics on, for example, the generation of event-related potentials remains largely conjectured in literature, as evidenced by the continued debate between the evoked and oscillatory models of event-related potential generation [26–28]. Nevertheless, depending upon spatial location and the timing of delivery, this work adds to the recent mounting evidence [1,29–31] that focused ultrasound can be targeted to discrete cortical circuitry at spatial resolutions superior to existing non-invasive electrical and electromagnetic techniques to affect certain behaviors [1,29] in response to acute neuromodulation.
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